1 6 2 exp~rimenl at Brookhaven National Laboratory hal three large lolenoid magnets that form I continuoul 1.4S1 teda storago ting dipole with an avetale beam bend radius of 7.1 meters. In addition to the thru dotage rins .olcDoids, there is an inflec:tor dipole with nested dipole eoils that create "cry little .tray magnetic field.
A superconducting .hide! OD the inncctor gets tid of most of the remaioine stray flux.
This paper reports on the ptoStcSl made 011 the storage ring solenoid magnet .Yltcm and the inficctor all of June 1995. , The results or Cf)'ogeni~ system tests are briefly reported.
BACKGR.OUND
An experiment to me~sure the value or g.2 for the muon is under construction 31 the Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton New York. USA [1, 21 . The g.2 experiment mngnct system consists of three large supereonducting solenoid magnets that fonn a storolge ring, a supcrconducting in{1ector magnet for injecting the muon bc3Jl'l into the storage ring. and a string of conventional bending and quadrupole magnets that are used to carry a decaying , pion beam from a fixed target at the Brookhaven 33 GeV Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) to the storage ring that is located ina building some distance from the AGS.
The focus of this report is the storage ring with its three large superconducting solenoids and the superconducting inflector dipole. There are two 24 turn inner solenoids that have 3 coil diameter of 13.4 meters and 3- single 48 tum outer solenoid that has a c¢i1 diameter of 15.1 meters. The three solenoids are the largest diameter superconductill8 solenoids th.u have been built to date. The current in the two inner solenoids will be run in oppo.!iition to the current in the outer solenoid creating the storage ring dipole field. An iron return yoke in the Slli1pe of a C returns the magnetic flux. Separate iron poIe pieces control the qUlllity of the 1.451 testa induction in the gap. The integrated induction 3round the storage ring must be good to 1 ppm within a 90 mm diameter region that contains the muon beam (3] .
-----'---:---- The open part of the C points inward so the electrons that result from me decay of the muons (muons at rest lulve 3 decay half Ufe of about 60 microseconds) will spirnl inward to the detectors for the experiment. The beam enters the storage ring from the outside through a bole in the outer solenoid between the two 24 tum coils that are mounted on the outer solenoid cold mandrel. An artists conception of the $[orage ring and g-2 experiment d~tectors system is shown in Figure 1 At the ring entrance, a superconduclillg DC inflector will locally c-.ll1cei the field of the main storage ring magnet so that the muon be:lm enters, as closely as possible. tangentially to the equilibrium orbit of the storage ring. The inl1ector magnet is designed to "eat" iL') own flux so thac stray field from the inflector is greatly reduced. In addition the inflector has a superconducting shield SO that vinu.Jl1y 311 of the remaining stray field from the inflector is eliminated.
II. PROGRESS ON niE g-2 SOLENOID MAGl\'ETS
Construction of the g.2 solenoids and their cryostats is cornplete{ 4J. The outer solenoid has been mounted on the lower part of the iron yoke. The iron back leg of the C and the upper part of the iron yoke has been mounled around tbe outer solenoid cryogenic vacuum vessel. The two inner solenoids have been mounlcd on the iron yoke as shown in Figure 2 . The basic parameters of the three solenoids mounted in the iron is given in Table 1 . The inflector is a truncated dipole that is designed to ~ancel storage ring field so that the beam ea.n enter the stor.lge ring tangentially as closed as possible to the equilibrium orbit. The coil is a double cosine theta coil thilt minimizes the fringe field by cancellation of cunent distribmions(5]. The field generated within the bore of the inflector is carried between the two coils. The cancellation of the mnge field is not complete, so a supcrcol\ducting shield that remains superconducting within the storage ring field is u..;cd to cancel the rest of the fringe field generated by the inflector dipole. The g-2 inflector is 1.7 meters long. It operates at a current of 2850 A while in the field of the storage ring. TIle inflcctor slored energy at its full design currcnt is about 9 kJ. A one third length inflecror was built at KEK in Japan "Using an alwninum based superconductor that was developed Cor a magnet used in 3 balloon 3strophysics experiment. TIle g.2 inflector supcrconduc[or is :USO stabilized using very pure RRR ;;; 750 aluminum. The one lhird scale model in.f1cctor W3S tested at KEK and BrookhaVCI1 with and without the superconducting shield. The test inflector operated at its design current in z~ro field and in 3. uniform background induction of 1.5 testa.
The magnetic shield that consists of alternating layers of Nb· Ti. Nb and Cu successfully reduces the stray field that" W3S generated by the inflector. If the proper cooling cycle is used on the inflector (The inflector is kept above 10 K while the storage magnet charges to its full design field. Then the in£lector is cooled to 4.5 K.) the shields will keep the stray flux so low the integrated field eITOr around the ring due to the inflector will b¢ below one p3l1 in 3 million. Over the period of the inflector cold test, (over an hour). there was no recorded decay in the circulating currents in the shield.
The full length inflector winding, potting and assembly of the two coils was completed by KEK in Japan in Much of 1995. The int1ector shiclc1. developed by Nippon Steel Corporation was installed on the eoll package in the spring of 1995. Shipment of the fully assembled inilecl0r magnet in its cryostat to Brookhaven is expected in the summer of 1995. TIle inflector will be inst..lled in the ring during the f6111 of 1995. The inflector will be tested :uong with lhe rest of the rrt.1gnct system in early 1996. Final shimming of the stor:lgc ring magnet, with the inflcctor in place, will occur in the fIrst hal! of 1996. The position of the cnd of the inl1cctor in the storage rinS is shown in Fig S. Construction and leak cbecking of the cryogenic distribution system used to coollhe g-2 storage ring magnal.~ and the inflector will be finished in rune of 199'. A C1)'ogenIc test of the complete magnet system will be done during the summer of 1995. It is expected that the magnet system will be powered during the late summer of 1995. Magnet testing and shimming will occur in late 1995. The control system for the magnets and their refiigeration system will be installed in lale 1995 V. THE CO~'VENTIONAL MAGNET SYSTEM The conventional magnet system for the g-2 cx~rimcnt consists of a string of bending ma.gnets and quadrupoIes that direct a beam of pion from the AOS target to the sto13ge ring. The string of dipole and quadrupole magnets was installed during the spring of 1995. The beam transport system will be operable before the first pion beam is transported to the storage ring in early 1996.
VI. CONCLUSION The superconducting solenoids are fabriC<lLCd and in place in the g-2 storage ring. The outer solenoid has been successfully cooled to 7 K using liquid nitrogen and liquid helium. The measured heat leak into the outer solenoid mandrel is very close lo that predicted by ealculation.
